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The majority of the organizations store their historical business information in data warehouses
which are queried to make strategic decisions by using online analytical processing (OLAP) tools.
This information has to be correctly assured against unauthorized accesses, but nevertheless there are
a great amount of legacy OLAP applications that have been developed without considering security
aspects or these have been incorporated once the system was implemented. This work defines a reverse
engineering process that allows us to obtain the conceptual model corresponding to a legacy OLAP
application, and also analyses and represents the security aspects that could have established. This
process has been aligned with a model-driven architecture for developing secure OLAP applications
by defining the transformations needed to automatically apply it. Once the conceptual model has
been extracted, it can be easily modified and improved with security, and automatically transformed

to generate the new implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The information stored in data warehouses (DWs) is organized
by following a multidimensional model which improves its
further analysis, usually carried out by using online analytical
processing (OLAP) tools. In this way, the information is
organized in facts and measures which can be analyzed by
different subjects called dimensions and in different detail
levels.

This information has a strategic value for the organization for
making strategic decisions and furthermore, it is used to include
private data of individuals. It has to be assured, especially
focusing on information confidentiality because final users
solely will query DWs information [1–3]. The security aspects
have been traditionally added to the final solution once the
system has been built. Nevertheless, in order to improve the
quality and security of any information system, it is needed to

identify and incorporate security constraints from the beginning
and consider them in all stages of the development process [4, 5].

On the other hand, DWs and OLAP applications can be
developed by following a model-driven approach by using
different models in the development process, separating the
system functionality from details of specific technologies
and implementations. This approach allows us to define
transformations which are able to automatically generate the
intermediate models and the final implementation, saving then
on development costs and efforts. The different development
stages of a DW can be aligned with the different models
of a model-driven architecture [6]: business models for
systems requirements (computational independent model,
CIM); conceptual models (platform-independent model, PIM);
and logical models focused on a concrete technology (platform-
specific model, PSM).
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There are contributions on the development of secure DWs
and OLAP that propose interesting ideas, but they do not deal
with reverse engineering that is very useful in the development
of information systems, since it allows us to analyze legacy
systems and to obtain their models at a higher abstraction
level. Reverse engineering provides us a mechanism for re-
documentation, model migration, restructuring, maintenance or
improvement, tentative requirements, integration, conversion
of legacy data, etc. The model obtained by applying a
reverse engineering process is easier to understand than
the implementation of the legacy system and can be used
into a modernization process in which we can modify
systems characteristics into the models, whereas modifying the
implementation. For instance, new aspects not considered into
the initial development, such as security, could be added [7, 8].
Although data reverse engineering field has been widely studied
in literature [9–12], there is little research on re-engineering of
DWs and OLAP applications and there are not any approaches
that consider security and apply a model-driven approach to
automate the process.

This paper defines a reverse engineering process for legacy
OLAP applications that considers both structural and security
aspects. This proposal has been included in a previously
defined architecture for developing secure DWs and OLAP
applications [13]. Then, the contribution of this paper is
the definition of this reverse engineering process that is
composed of two stages: the generation of logical models
from legacy OLAP implementations (considering SQL Server
Analysis Services (SSAS) as the source OLAP tool); and
the generation of the conceptual model corresponding to the
logical model. In this way, legacy OLAP applications can be
re-documented and improved with security by modifying the
conceptual model obtained. Then, the improved system can be
automatically re-implemented or migrated to other platforms
by using our model-driven architecture. As a contribution of
this paper, the transformations needed for automatically obtain
conceptual models from legacy OLAP applications have been
implemented.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
will present related work; Section 3 will briefly describe our
previously defined architecture for developing secure DWs
and OLAP applications; Section 4 will present the reverse
engineering process proposed in this paper; Section 5 will
show an application example to validate our proposal; and
Section 6 will finally present our conclusions and future
work.

2. RELATED WORK

This section presents the related work organized according to: (i)
proposals for developing secure information systems; (ii) works
focused on secure DWs and OLAP; and (iii) contributions that
deal with reverse engineering.

2.1. Secure information systems

There are relevant contributions concerning with a complete
secure development of information systems.

UMLsec [14] defines and evaluates security specifications
using formal semantics (labels, stereotypes, etc.). It is mainly
focused on access control policies and in the specification
of confidentiality and integrity requirements. UMsec uses the
majority of UML diagrams and has been recently adapted to
UML2 [15].

Model-driven security (MDS) [16] applies the model-
driven approach to include security properties in high-level
system models and to automatically generate secure system
architectures. For modeling the system they propose an UML
extension called SecureUML [17] that permits the inclusion of
access control aspects into the models. MDS has been applied
to UMLsec [18] defining three abstraction levels (requirements,
modeling and implementation) and providing tools for code
generation, reverse engineering, verification and configuration
[19]. Furthermore, some works are developing transformations
between SecureUML and UMLsec [20].

TROPOS is a methodology for software development based
on the intentional goals of agents which provides an extension
called Secure TROPOS [21–23]. They include security concepts
(constraints, secure goals, delegation of permissions, etc.)
and activities (trust of permission modeling, delegation of
permission modelling, etc.), presenting a framework that allows
us to model and analyze security requirements within functional
requirement. Furthermore, they provide a CASE tool (ST-Tool)
that supports requirements’ analysis and verification.

Mokum [24] which is an active object-oriented knowledge-
based system for modeling that permits the specification of
security and integrity constraints, and the automatic code
generation.

Some works propose processes based on security models
and standards for building security systems. For instance, the
process Process to Support Software Security (PSSS) [25]
which is based on the activities derived from SSE-CMM,
ISO/IEC 15408, ISO/IEC 27002 and OCTAVE.

2.2. Secure DWs and OLAP

Although the contributions above presented are relevant for
the development of secure information systems they are
not specifically focused on DWs and their specific security
problems.

A typical DWs architecture is composed of several layers
that present specific security concerns: heterogeneous data
sources; ETL (extraction/transformation/load) processes which
extract and transform data from these data sources and load the
information into the DW; the repository of the DW, where data
are stored; and DBMS and OLAP tools which analyze data.
Since DWs mainly dealt with read operations over sensitive
information used for the decision-making, the main security
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Modernizing Secure OLAP Applications with a Model-Driven Approach 3

problem related with DWs is information confidentiality and
should be taken into account in all layers and operations of the
DW [3].

Concerning with a complete secure DWs development,
we solely found the methodology of Priebe and Pernul [1]
in which the authors analyze security requirements and
their implementation into commercial tools by hiding
multidimensional elements such as cubes, measures, slices and
levels. They extend their proposal with a DWs representation
at conceptual level with ADAPTed UML, but do not establish
the connection between models in order to allow automatic
transformations.

On the other hand, there are several works focused on the
secure modeling for DWs at certain abstraction levels. At
business level there are proposals based on ontologies, business
process, UML, etc. but solely Paim and Castro [26] include
security requirements, however, they do not offer any formal
metamodel.

At the conceptual level there are interesting works for
modeling DWs considering their special characteristics by
using extensions of the ER model, UML or an own notation,
but they do not include security capabilities [27–31]. The
conceptual modeling of security issues is solely considered by
the AdaptedUML of Priebe and Pernul [1].

Traditionally, the multidimensional modeling at logical level
has depended of the DBMS used and, in this way can be mainly
classified in online analytical processing over a relational
(ROLAP), multidimensional (MOLAP) and hybrid (HOLAP)
approaches. There are many modeling proposals which do
not consider security but solely CWM [32] provides a formal
metamodel with relational and multidimensional packages.

Final tools have also to consider security constraints in order
to avoid unauthorized accesses. Research efforts have been
traditionally carried out in this way but focused on the final stage
of development without including security issues in the whole
development process. For instance, Kirkgoze et al. propose to
define a virtual cube for each subject [33], or Weippl et al. which
define an access control model for DWs and OLAP which allows
us to define the OLAP operations authorized for each user [2].
On the other hand, the inference problem is another important
research branch [3] that is being studied proposing query control
systems [34, 35].

2.3. Reverse engineering

The concept of reverse engineering applied to DWs has
the objective of understand the legacy system and generate
specifications of the DW’s structure. It allows us to re-
document, improve or migrate legacy DWs managed by
enterprise applications [10, 11, 36].

There are interesting contributions that apply reverse
engineering concepts and procedures to legacy data bases and
DWs to obtain models, migrate, etc. Some works propose
algorithms for extracting and modeling metadata from legacy

data bases or DWs [37–39]. Other works are focused on design
models such as [12] that extract the design model from the
implementation, [40] that deals with model migration, [41] that
integrates data bases based in different models or [42, 43] that
build applications guided by the information extracted from
legacy data bases.

3. OUR MODEL-DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE FOR
SECURE OLAP APPLICATIONS

This section briefly describes the different layers of our architec-
ture for developing secure DWs and OLAP applications. This
architecture has been aligned with an MDA architecture [13]
providing security models at different abstraction levels (CIM,
PIM, PSM) and automatic transformations between models
(Fig. 1). We have defined in previous works security models for
each development stage of the secure DW and OLAP applica-
tion and, in recent works, we have applied the complete proposal
to an application example [44].

For the requirement stage (business level (CIM)), a UML
profile allows us to define security requirements associated
with the DW. This profile has been defined [45] based on the
i* framework [46]. Then, for the conceptual modeling stage
(PIM), another UML profile called SECDW [13] allows us to
achieve the multidimensional modeling of the structural aspects
of the DW (facts, dimensions, bases, hierarchies, attributes, etc.)
within its security constraints defined by using an access control
and audit model focused on DW confidentiality [47].

SECDW is shown in Fig. 2. It allows us to define DW’s
structure with secure classes for facts, dimensions, bases
(aggregation levels) and properties. The security configuration
of the DW can be defined by using a classification of subjects and
objects into a hierarchy of security roles, a sequence of security
levels and a set of security compartments. These elements will
be used to establish the security privileges needed to access each
structural element (secure information class). Furthermore,
SECDW permits to define more complex security constraints by
using different kinds of security rules (for sensitive information,
information combinations, authorizations and auditing).

In order to achieve the multidimensional modeling at the
logical level (PSM) a metamodel called SECMDDW focused
on the OLAP technology has been defined [48]. It extends the
Common Warehouse Metamodel [32] to permit the inclusion of
security constraints and incorporates all the details needed for
a further implementation of the system into a OLAP tool.

Figure 3 shows SECMDDW metamodel. The main class is
the DW’s schema that has attached all the elements of the

FIGURE 1. Model-driven architecture for secure OLAP applications.
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FIGURE 2. Conceptual modeling (SECDW).

DW: security configuration, cubes and dimensions. The security
configuration is defined by using an role-based access control
(RBAC) policy. It allows us to establish a hierarchy of user
roles that will be used to classify users and objects and by
the security constraints. Cubes represent facts at the logical
level within their measures and security constraints attached
to cubes or measures. Dimensions are the different perspectives
in which the information can be classified. At logical level these
dimensions are defined within their attributes, classification

hierarchies and aggregation levels, and security constraints
associated with dimensions or attributes.

The development process of the secure OLAP application
has been also automated by defining sets of transformations
that allows us to generate the eventually implementation from
models [48, 49]. The code generation has two stages: the trans-
formation between conceptual and logical models (defining
query view transformation specification (QVT) rules) and from
the logical model toward the final secure implementation of
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Modernizing Secure OLAP Applications with a Model-Driven Approach 5

FIGURE 3. Logical modeling for OLAP (SECMDDW).

the OLAP application (defining MOFScript rules). In this way,
we have consider SSAS as the target OLAP tool.

In this paper, we complete this architecture by defining
the transformations needed to automate a reverse engineering
process that obtains a conceptual model from a legacy
implementation. This process is composed of the generation of
the logical model corresponding to the legacy implementation
and the transformation of the logical model to the conceptual
model. This process is further detailed in Section 4.

4. A REVERSE ENGINEERING PROCESS FOR
LEGACY OLAP APPLICATIONS

The reverse engineering process presented in this paper starts
from the legacy implementation of the OLAP application and

FIGURE 4. A reverse engineering process for legacy OLAP
applications.

obtains its logical and conceptual models (Fig. 4). These
models re-document the system and permit the migration toward
other platforms or technologies by following our model driven
approach.

It has been integrated with our model-driven architecture
for developing secure DWs and OLAP applications (defined
in previous works). That is, it uses the models that have
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6 C. Blanco et al.

been defined for the different development stages and includes
the transformations needed to obtain the conceptual model
corresponding to the legacy OLAP implementation. This
process is composed of two stages: (1) the transformation of
the legacy OLAP implementation into a logical model and (2)
the transformation of the logical model into a conceptual model.

As can be observed, our process does not finish into
the requirements level (CIM). To completely automate the
transformations from or toward the requirements level is
complex, since there is a considerable semantic gap between
these abstraction levels and few works deal with this
transformation in an automatic way. Nevertheless, in order to
complete our architecture we plan to address the connexion
between these levels in future works. In previous published
works, we dealt with the transformation from CIM to PIM,
but describing a process that does not provide an automatic
solution [50].

4.1. Obtaining logical models

First, the legacy OLAP implementation has to be analyzed in
order to detect the structural and security aspects of the OLAP
application and to generate its corresponding logical model.

There are a great amount of OLAP platforms such as the solu-
tions identified in Gartners Magic Quadrant for business intel-
ligence and analytic platforms (www.gartner.com): Microsoft,
Oracle, IBM, Microstrategy, Pentaho, Jaspersoft, etc. In this
work, we have considered that the legacy OLAP application
has been implemented into one of the platforms identified in
the leaders quadrant, Microsoft SSAS.

The majority of OLAP tools represent the structural and
security information as metainformation stored in XML files:
cubes, dimensions, attributes, measures, hierarchies, roles,
security permissions, etc. Nevertheless, each OLAP tool uses
its own syntax and thus has to be specifically processed. In this
case, SSAS organizes OLAP metainformation in three kind of
files:

Role files that represent the access control policy by
using an RBAC strategy. These roles are used in the
definition of security permissions.
Cube files cube, measure groups, related dimensions,
classification hierarchies and security permissions
established over the cube or its measures.
Dimension files dimension, attributes, hierarchies,
aggregation levels and security permissions over the
dimension or its attributes.

For this stage, we have implemented a parser that receives
these three kind of XML files as input, processes them by
using XPath expressions and generates its corresponding logical
model according to our logical metamodel. This transformation
also processes the information in order to improve the target
logical model, for instance by grouping information that can be
represented in the model together.

4.2. Obtaining conceptual models

In a second stage, the logical model previously generated
is transformed into a conceptual model. In order to achieve
this goal a set of QVT transformations has been defined and
integrated into our MDA architecture.

Figure 5 shows the main elements of the transformation
defined, called SECMDDW2SECDW. It is composed for
several QVT relations grouped by its purpose into relations for
roles, cubes and dimensions.

FIGURE 5. Transformation overview.
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Modernizing Secure OLAP Applications with a Model-Driven Approach 7

4.2.1. Roles
The first group of transformations generates the security
configuration structure that will be used to classify subjects
and objects according to their security privileges. The
relation ‘Role2SRole’ establishes the security configuration
by following a RBAC policy by generating the hierarchy of
security roles needed to represent the security configuration in
the conceptual model.

4.2.2. Cubes
Cubes are transformed into facts in the conceptual model,
processing also the remainder structural aspects such as cube
measures and the dimensions that allow us to classify the
information by different perspectives. Once these structural

FIGURE 6. Cube2SFact relation.

elements have been created, the security constraints defined over
cubes or its measures are transformed into the conceptual model
as security rules.

The relation Cube2SFact (Fig. 6) is the top relation that firstly
defines the structural aspects generating facts and dimensions
and then, it serves from auxiliary relations to process the security
constraints.

Next, several of these auxiliary relations are described as
examples. The relation ‘CubePermission2SConstraint’ (Fig. 7)
processes security permissions defined over cubes (Cube-
Permission) and transforms them into security constraints
attached to facts in the conceptual model.

In this case, the source security information can be
transformed into four different security elements that represent
different kinds of security rules. Depending of the information
included in the source element will be better to generate one or
other kind of security rule. The heuristic needed to automatically
choose the best target element has been implemented in the
where clause of the relation and depending on the source
characteristics calls the auxiliary relations needed to create the
target element.

One of these cases is the generation of several authorization
rules (AUR) in the conceptual model to represent a cube
permission. The auxiliary rule ‘CubePermissions2AUR’(Fig. 8)
is the rule dedicated to create these AUR. It generates an
authorization rule based on the parameters indicated in its
invocation (fact name, permissions involved, if the authorization
is a positive or a negative permission, etc.). To complete the

FIGURE 7. CubePermission2SConstraint relation.
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8 C. Blanco et al.

FIGURE 8. CubePermission2AUR relation.

FIGURE 9. Hierarchy2SBase relation.

AUR, the subjects (roles) affected by the authorization are next
added by other auxiliary rule called ‘AutRoleCP’.

4.2.3. Dimensions
The dimensions defined in the logical model associated
with cubes, are transformed into dimensions associated
with fact classes, generating also the remainder structural
and security elements needed. The top relation called
‘Dimension2SDimension’ serves from auxiliary relations to
create these elements into the target model (conceptual model).
Next, some examples of these relations are provided.

The first example is related with an structural aspect, the
generation of classification hierarchies. Dimensions used to
include hierarchies to classify the information in different
aggregation levels (that represent different detail levels). The
relation Hierarchy2SBase (shown in Fig. 9) analyses the
classification hierarchies (Hierarchy) associated with each
dimension (ownedHierarchies), and for each one creates in
the conceptual model a base class (SBase) associated with the
dimension implied (SDimension). It represents a classification
hierarchy composed of one aggregation level and then, the
Level2ChilBase is called in order to add the remainder
aggregation levels of the hierarchy.

Once the structural elements have been processed, several
relations analyze the security constraints defined over
dimensions and their attributes. Next, the relation that processes

fine grain security constraints defined over attributes is shown
in Fig. 10.

The fine grain security constraints (MemberPermission)
are analyzed by the relation DimensionMemberPermis-
sion2SConstraint. Depending on the information included in
the source element it decides which kind of security rule to
create into the target model (authorization rules or secure infor-
mation). The best target element is automatically chosen with
the heuristic included in the where clause of the relation and
then, auxiliary relations are invoked to generate the security
rules needed.

The relation ‘DimensionMemberPermission2SecInf’ trans-
forms these member permissions into secure information
elements attached to the dimension attributes affected by
the security constraint. This secure information indicates
which roles can access to the attributes. On the other hand,
authorization rules are created by the relation ‘DimensionMem-
berPermission2AUR’ that receives all the parameters needed to
define the authorization (subjects, objects, authorization sign,
conditions, etc.).

4.2.4. Heuristics
Logical models are more concrete than conceptual models,
for instance, our logical model is focused on OLAP and
manages concepts related with this concrete technology. On
the other hand, conceptual models are richer in expressiveness
and contain information independent of the platform used.

When we define a reverse engineering process, we have to
take into account that the logical model does not include enough
information ‘independent of the platform’ for rebuild all the
aspects of the conceptual model. Then, in some occasions there
are different choices for transforming certain elements and we
have to decide the best one. In order to automate the entire
process these special situations have been analyzed and some
heuristics have been implemented inside the transformations.

Next, the heuristics defined and implemented in this proposal
are described:

Security configuration. Our logical model represents this
information by using a RBAC policy, whereas our conceptual
model is richer and allows us to define security roles, levels and
compartments. Nevertheless, security levels and compartments
cannot be rebuild from the source information (the logical
model) since it solely has security roles defined. In our proposal,
we have solved this semantic gap by transforming all the
source security configuration roles into a equivalent security
role hierarchy built in the conceptual model.

Security constraints for cubes and dimensions. These
constraints are represented in the logical model as security
permissions that affect a whole cube or dimension. They can
include expressions that specify in a more detailed level which
elements can be shown. These permissions can be modeled at
the conceptual level by using several alternatives: security rules
(that can include conditions or not) or authorization rules that
grant or revoke the read privilege over certain elements.
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FIGURE 10. DimensionMemberPermission2SConstraint relation.

When each security constraint has to be transformed we have
to choose one of these alternatives. In order to automatically
support our model-driven approach, the heuristics needed to
generate adequate target models in the majority of situations
have been defined and implemented within the transformation
rules. In this case, the heuristics that manage the security
permissions defined over cubes and dimensions have been
implemented into the ‘CubePermission2SConstraint’ (Fig. 7)
and ‘DimensionPermission2SConstrain’ relations.

If the security permission that we want to transform
solely indicates the cube or dimension and the security
roles involved, this permission is transformed into a security
information attached to the cube or dimension and roles
indicated.

Nevertheless, the security permission can also specifies an
MDX expression that has to be evaluated at running time to
know the set of elements that can be shown. In this case, it is
transformed into a positive authorization rule that grants to the
affected roles the read privilege over the objects indicated in the
security permission, keeping also the MDX expression that has
to be evaluated.

On the other hand, the MDX expression could indicate
elements that cannot be shown by the role. In this case, the
authorization rule generated has to be a negative rule that
revokes the read permission over the elements specified into
the MDX expression.

Finally, if the security permission describes both expressions
(for elements that can and cannot be shown), the heuristic defied
generates two authorization rules with the implied roles and
elements (MDX expression), one of them a positive rule and
the other one negative.

Fine grain security constraints for attributes. The security
constraints defined over cube measures or dimension attributes
are processed in a similar way that cube and dimension
permissions. Depending on the characteristics of the security
constraints that will be transformed, the heuristics defined
generate security permissions or authorization rules considering
the four cases above described for the heuristics of cube and
dimension permissions.

In this case, the security permissions and authorization rules
generated are attached to the cube measures or dimension
attributes affected for the source permission. If the source
permission does not establish conditions to be evaluated (MDX
expressions) a security information attached to the measure or
attribute is generated. Whereas if these conditions are defined,
the transformation generates the authorization rules needed
to grant or revoke the accesses to the measures or attributes
involved.

These heuristics for fine grain security constraints have
been implemented in the relations ‘CubeMemberPermission2-
SConstraint’ and ‘DimensionMemberPermission2SConstraint’
(Fig. 10).
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5. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

This section shows our proposal applied to a legacy OLAP
application implemented into SSAS. The DW used in
this example manages information of an airport and has
defined several Data Marts for different purposes: trips,
flights, incidences, multimedia information, etc. The example
presented in this paper is focused on the Data Mart that
manages trips and information related such as passengers,
baggages, flights and arrival and departure dates and places.
This information can be analyzed to make decisions about
adding flights for the more requested destinations, reinforcing
the security of trips with more incidences, etc.

Next, each stage of the reverse engineering presented in
this paper is detailed. First, the legacy implementation of the
DW into SSAS will be described. This implementation is the
source for obtaining its logical model for the secure OLAP
application (according to the SECMDDW metamodel). Then,
the model-to-model transformations presented in the previous
section are applied in order to obtain the target model, that is,
a conceptual model defined according to the SECDW profile.
This model includes both structural and security aspects of
the DW and is easier to understand and modify than the
implementation. Thus, a complete modernization process can
be carried out by modifying this model and finally, obtaining its
secure implementation by applying the set of transformations
for code generation defined in previous works [48, 49].

5.1. Legacy implementation

This section shows pieces of code of the legacy OLAP
application for the airport DW used in this example. It
has been implemented into SSAS, that uses three kind of
XML files to define metadata related with roles, cubes and
dimensions (one XML file per each role, cube or dimension).
The complete implementation has been omitted and solely a
piece of code of the cube ‘Trip’ and the dimension ‘Flight’ are
shown.

Table 1 partially shows the implementation of the ‘Trip’cube.
It has defined a measure group composed of the measures
price, purpose, etc. and several dimensions that classify the
information according to different point of view: Passenger,
Baggage, Place, Date and Flight. Finally, it indicates the security
constraints attached to the cube and their measures. This table
shows a security permission that authorize users with the role
‘Staff’ to access information of the cube ‘Trip’.

Next, Table 2 shows an example of an XML file for
dimensions. It represents a piece of code for the dimension
‘Flight’. It defines structural aspects such as the identification
attribute (flightCode), the remainder attributes (planeCode, etc.)
and the classification hierarchies with their aggregation levels
(Plane, etc.). On the other hand, it establishes the security
permissions that affects dimensions or their attributes. In this
table, a permission to grant accesses for the role ‘Flight’ can be
observed as an example.

TABLE 1. Legacy implementation (cube).

<Cube><ID>Trip</ID><Name>Trip</Name>

<!--Measures-->

<MeasureGroups><MeasureGroup><ID>Trip</ID><Name>Trip</Name>

<Measures>

<Measure><ID>price</ID><Name>price</Name></Measure>

<Measure><ID>purpose</ID><Name>purpose</Name></Measure>

...

</Measures></MeasureGroup></MeasureGroups>

<!--Dimensions-->

<Dimensions>

<Dimension><ID>Passenger</ID><Name>Passenger</Name>

<DimensionID>Passenger</DimensionID>

<Attributes><Attribute><AttributeID>passengerCode</AttributeID></Attribute>

...</Attributes>

<!--Security permissions-->

<CubePermissions>

<CubePermission>

<ID>CPTripStaff</ID><Name>CPTripStaff</Name><RoleID>Staff</RoleID>

<Process>true</Process><Read>Allowed</Read>

<DimensionPermissions><DimensionPermission>

<CubeDimensionID>Trip</CubeDimensionID><Read>Allowed</Read>

</DimensionPermission></DimensionPermissions></CubePermission>

...</CubePermissions></Cube>
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TABLE 2. Legacy implementation (dimension flight).

<Dimension><ID>Flight</ID><Name>Flight</Name>

<!--Attributes-->

<Attributes>

<Attribute><ID>flightCode</ID><Name>flightCode</Name>

<Usage>Key</Usage>

<KeyColumns><KeyColumn><DataType>WChar</DataType></KeyColumn></KeyColumns>

</Attribute>

<Attribute><ID>planeCode</ID><Name>planeCode</Name>

<KeyColumns><KeyColumn><DataType>WChar</DataType></KeyColumn></KeyColumns></Attribute>

...</Attributes>

<!--Hierarchies-->

<Hierarchies>

<Hierarchy><ID>FlightHierarchy0</ID><Name>FlightPlane</Name>

<Levels><Level><ID>Plane</ID><Name>Plane</Name>

<SourceAttributeID>planeCode</SourceAttributeID></Level>

...</Levels></Hierarchy></Hierarchies>

<!--Security permissions-->

<DimensionPermissions>

<DimensionPermission>

<ID>DPFlightFlight</ID><Name>DPFlightFlight</Name><RoleID>Flight</RoleID>

<Process>true</Process><Read>Allowed</Read>

<AllowedSet>Flight</AllowedSet><DeniedSet></DeniedSet>

<AttributePermissions>...</AttributePermissions>

</DimensionPermission>

...</DimensionPermissions></Dimension>

5.2. Logical model

This section presents de logical model obtained by the parser
developed for processing the legacy implementation into SSAS.
It analyses the metainformation described in XML files and
generates the logical model according to the SECMDDW
metamodel. In this section, the logical model obtained has been
split in several diagrams to improve their description.

First, the set of XML files which represent the information of
each security role is analyzed and transformed into the hierarchy
of security roles shown in Fig. 11. There is a main role ‘User’
attached to the main schema that is specialized into ‘Staff’ and
‘Passenger’. The role ‘Staff’ is deeply specialized according to
their functions ‘Security’, ‘Flight’ (‘Boarding’ or ‘Baggaging’)
or ‘Administration’.

Next, the XML file with the metainformation for the cube
‘Trip’ is processed creating both all the structural and security
constraints related with the cube. Figure 12 shows the cube
part of the logical model obtained. The cube ‘Trip’ is created
and associated with the main schema. Then, cube measures
(price, etc.) are added and grouped into a measure group.
Once structural elements have been defined the needed security
constraints are added. These permissions can affect to the
whole cube (CubePermission) such as the permission called
‘CPTripSecurity’ that allows role ‘Security’ to accesses the
cube, or the permission ‘CPTripStaff’ that allows role staff to
accesses solely the trips with a non-military purpose (by using a

FIGURE 11. Logical model. Security roles.

denied set condition). Finally, the fine grain security constraints
that affect measures (MemberPermission) are defined, such
as the permission ‘MPpurpose’ that solely permits to the role
‘Security’ to access the purpose of the trip (measure purpose).

Finally, dimensions are added to the logical model processing
the set of dimension XML files. Since in this example there are
five dimensions (Passenger, Baggage, Place, Date and Flight)
and they have similar structural and security elements, we have
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12 C. Blanco et al.

FIGURE 12. Logical model. Cube.

selected two of them (dimensions Flight and Passenger) to
describe them. The logical models corresponding with the other
dimensions have been omitted.

Figure 13 shows another example of a logical model for a
dimension. In this case, the dimension modeled is ‘Passenger’
that includes an identification attribute (passengerCode) and
several attributes (name, address, fingerprint, etc.). This
dimension does not have classification hierarchies defined.
Nevertheless, it has two security permissions defined. One
of them grants accesses to ‘Passenger’ dimension to the role
‘Security’ (‘DPPassengerSecurity’), whereas the other one
(‘DPPassengerBoarding’) grants accesses to certain passengers
to the role ‘Boarding’. This security permission splits the set
of passenger into suspicious and non-suspicious and allows
users with a ‘Boarding’ role to solely access non-suspicious
passengers. To consider a passenger as suspicious its attribute
suspicious has to be setted as ‘true’ and its attribute risk index
has to indicate a value greater than five.

Figure 14 models the dimension ‘Flight’, associated with
the cube ‘Trip’. This dimension has an identification attribute
(flightCode) and several attributes (planeCode, planeName,
etc.). Furthermore, its information can be grouped by following
a classification hierarchy composed of different aggregation
levels with certain detail levels (Plane, Aircraft, Company).
On the other hand, the security constraints defined affecting
the dimension ‘Flight’ or their attributes are processed creating
dimension or member permissions. In this figure, several
dimension permissions can be observed. They establish that
information of the ‘Flight’ dimension can be accessed by the
user role ‘Flight’ (‘DPFlightFlight’ dimension permission).

5.3. Conceptual model

Once the logical model has been obtained, the transformation
(QVT rules) defined in this paper is applied in order to

FIGURE 13. Logical model. Dimension passenger.

automatically generates the conceptual model. Since the
conceptual model is richer than the logical model that is
focused on the OLAP technology, a source element can have
different choices to be transformed into the target model.
This transformation includes heuristics to automatically decide
which elements create depending of the source information.

Figure 15 shows the conceptual model obtained. At a first
look, it can be observed how the conceptual model is smaller
and easier to understand and to modify than the logical model,
and than the implementation.

This model is composed of a central fact for trips (SFact
‘Trip’) that stores information of price, seat, distance, flight
time, if check-in and boarding have been carried out and
the purpose of the flight. Trips information can be classified
according to different dimensions: Passenger, Baggage, Place,
Data and Flight. Each dimension has associated attributes,
for instance, the dimension ‘Passenger’ has the attributes
‘passengerCode’, ‘name’, ‘address’, etc. Furthermore, some
dimensions present classification hierarchies such as the
dimension ‘Place’ that can be grouped in different detail levels
‘Place’, ‘Gate’, ‘Terminal’ and ‘Airport’. Furthermore, the set
of security roles is defined keeping the relationships of the
hierarchy established in the logical model.

Finally, the security constraints (cube, dimension and
member permissions) are represented as tagged values in classes
or attributes. For instance, the tagged value ‘SR=Staff’ of the
class ‘Trip’ indicates that an user role of ‘Staff’ is needed to
access its information. Fine grain security constraints that affect
attributes are also defined as tagged values such as the constraint
‘SR=Security’ defined for the attribute ‘purpose’. On the other
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FIGURE 14. Logical model. Dimension Flight.

FIGURE 15. Conceptual model.
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hand, more complex security rules can be defined in the
conceptual model. These security rules are able to group several
security permissions (from the logical model) into a single rule
easier to understand (in the conceptual model). In this example,
three security rules have been created. For instance, the security
rule ‘SIARPassengerSuspicious’ splits passengers into two
groups (suspicious and non-suspicious) and establishes that the
role ‘Security’can access all passengers and the role ‘Boarding’
solely the passengers considered as non-suspicious (depending
on the evaluation of the condition expressed in the rule).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The proposal presented in this paper has been conceived as a
model-driven architecture [51, 52]. Model-driven development
is based on the definition of models that separate the
specification of system functionalities and its implementation
by using a specific technology. Furthermore, the development
process can be automated by defining transformations from
models toward the final implementation. This approach
improves the development process reducing times and costs and
also improves the quality obtained in the final product [4, 5].

The model-driven approach has been successfully applied
to different software development areas such as data bases
[53–56], DWs [57–59], web services [60–63], product lines
[64], critical applications [65] or real-time systems [66–68].

Moreover, the quality of the final solution obtained is also
improved by using our approach which is focused on the secu-
rity improvement. Our proposal allows designers to observe
conceptual models including security constraints within struc-
tural aspects. At the conceptual abstraction level designers
model security restrictions in an easier and more understand-
able way than establishing security directly into the final
implementation. The use of a more understandable model mit-
igates possible mistakes derived from managing a vast amount
of code.

On the other hand, the identification and inclusion of security
aspects into the models corresponding to early development
stages improve the final product quality. If security constraints
are early modeled, these security constraints are considered
for making design decisions when the system is automatically
generated by using transformations. So, the security constraints
are perfectly fitted into the final solution.

The reverse engineering process presented in this paper
allows us to automatically obtain conceptual models from
legacy OLAP applications. In order to achieve this goal we have
develop: (i) a parser to analyze the legacy OLAP applications
metadata and to generate the corresponding logical model for
OLAP; and (ii) we have defined a set of QVT transformations
to obtain conceptual models independent of the platform from
logical models focused on the OLAP technology.

These models are useful for re-document existing appli-
cations and improve OLAP applications modifying the
models obtained. Another contribution of our proposal is

that the reverse engineering process also considers security
aspects. That is, if the legacy system has security con-
straints defined, these are extracted and represented in the
conceptual model. And once the conceptual model has been
obtained, it can be used to incorporate or to modify the
security configuration. Finally, the implementation for the
modified conceptual model can be automatically obtained
by using our model-driven architecture (by applying the set
of transformation rules defined in previous works for auto-
matically generating secure OLAP code from conceptual
models).

The validation of our proposal has been planed in several
stages. Firstly, small application examples helped us for an
early evaluation. Next, this paper has presented an application
example that includes a great variety of the structural and
security elements allowing us to evaluate the applicability
of the proposed models and transformations and to improve
them. Nevertheless, as a future work we consider necessary
to include a next stage to complete the evaluation of our
architecture by applying it to industrial case studies with the
participation of professional designers. We will also define a
family of experiments in order to measure the improvement
obtained in comparison to the traditional development
process.

Furthermore, once the conceptual model for a legacy system
has been obtained, we would like to offer different targets to
migrate the improved systems. In order to achieve this goal
we plan as future work to support more OLAP tools (such as
Pentaho) and different technologies (such as NoSQL). To add
this support into our model-driven approach, we will need to
define the necessary models and transformations. For instance,
if we want to include a new technology, we have to define a
new logical model for this technology and the transformations
needed to connect the legacy implementation with the new
logical model and the logical model with the conceptual model.
Finally, as it was commented before we plan to complete
our approach by offering support with the requirements’
specification stage. In this way, a CIM model has been proposed,
but due to the great semantic gap between requirements
and conceptual levels, the transformations provided are not
completely automated. We need to define the transformations
needed to completely automate both processes (code generation
and reverse engineering) toward the requirements abstraction
level.
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